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Call to Order
The Chair, Sen. Chenette, called the Government Oversight Committee to order at 9:05 a.m. in the Burton Cross
Building.

Attendance
Senators:

Sen. Chenette, Sen. Davis, Sen. Libby, Sen. Sanborn and Sen. Timberlake
Absent: Sen. Keim

Representatives:

Rep. Mastraccio, Rep. Arata and Rep. Millett
Joining the meeting in progress: Rep. Dillingham and Rep. O’Neil

Legislative Officers and Staff:

Danielle Fox, Director of OPEGA
Jennifer Henderson, Senior Analyst, OPEGA
Joel Lee, Analyst, OPEGA
Etta Connors, Adm. Secretary, OPEGA

Legislators:

Rep. Stephen Stanley, member of the Taxation Committee

Introduction of Committee Members
The members of the Government Oversight Committee introduced themselves.

Summary of the January 18, 2019 GOC Meeting
The Meeting Summary of January 18, 2019 was accepted as written.
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Unfinished Business
Vote on Committee Rules of Procedure
Motion: That the Government Oversight Committee members approved the Committee’s Rules of Procedure as
amended. (Motion by Rep. Mastraccio, second by Sen. Libby, motion passed by unanimous vote 11-0) (Rep.
Dillingham voted on the motion when she arrived at the meeting in accordance with Committee Rules and Sen.
Keim voted on the motion in the allowed time frame in accordance with the GOC’s rules.)

New Business
• Brief overview of tax expenditure review process
Director Fox said there are statutory provisions that prescribe the Tax Expenditure Review Process and referred
the Committee to the tax expenditure flow chart in their notebooks that represent those provisions. The statute
directs OPEGA’s work and the roles of the GOC and the Taxation Committee with regard to the tax expenditure
review process.
Director Fox summarized the flow chart. (A copy is attached to the meeting summary.)
Sen. Chenette asked if the Taxation Committee will be able to report out a bill as an after deadline request
regarding the ETIF Report. Director Fox said there may be some question about whether they could submit a
bill this session or next session based on the schedule, but there are other ways in which the Taxation
Committee could report out legislation if it wanted to in receipt of OPEGA’s ETIF report. There is always the
ability to get a joint order to report out a bill. The GOC could consult with the Taxation Committee regarding
reporting out legislation because the GOC has the ability to report out a bill at any time based on a report they
receive.
• OPEGA Report on Employment Tax Increment Financing
Director Fox noted that there were questions by the GOC regarding the ETIF report from their last meeting
when the report was presented. She referred the Committee to the memo in their notebooks regarding those
questions. (A copy is attached to the Meeting Summary.)
- Public Comment Period
Sen. Chenette said the purpose of today’s GOC meeting is to receive comment from the public regarding
OPEGA’s final report on the Employment Tax Increment Financing.
Rep. Stanley thought the ETIF report was lacking in a few areas. There are two different scenarios being
used. On the unemployment side, labor market areas are used and on the wages, the county is used. Maine is
a state that has economic disparity from one part to another part of the State. The ETIF program was created
to help some of the areas with high unemployment, similar to the Pine Tree Development Zone (PTDZ)
program. The intent of the program was to help the areas that needed the help so that jobs could be created in
rural areas. The unemployment rate, labor market areas, and the county were used determining benefits. He
is from Millinocket and said the labor market wages in Bangor would be different despite being in the same
county. His intention has always been to help the rural areas to develop and this is a hindrance on allowing
that to happen. What he is against is some business won’t locate in a rural area if they have to pay the wages
based on those paid in Bangor. The intent of ETIF was to provide pension, health insurance and wages, but
thinks the State should have gone with labor market areas on how the wages are determined instead of going
to an area that has higher wages and include the whole State for required wages. It is time to compare applesto-apples and not apples-to-oranges because the rural areas need help with attracting and keeping businesses.
Rep. Stanley said he has nothing against the southern part of the State, but the problem is businesses are going
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south and having a drastic effect on what businesses are coming north. Until you address the problems we
have, then the disparity is just going to keep on going. Legislators need to know what percentage a business
is receiving for ETIF benefits, is it 30%, 50%, 75% or 80%? Legislators need that information so they can
make rational decisions about tax incentive programs. ETIF is a good program, but the reason the program
was created was to target high unemployment areas.
Rep. Stanley was not against OPEGA’s ETIF report, the report was fairly good. He wanted to point out that
the Legislature has to take a harder look at what businesses are receiving for tax incentive program funds.
(Rep. Stanley did not provide a written copy of his testimony.)
Rep. Mastraccio noted that the ETIF report would be going to the Taxation Committee and then that
Committee will be able to discuss it. She said OPEGA’s report is reporting what has happened with ETIF,
where it is applied, where it is used, how it is used and issues regarding should the program continue in the
same way. Those are legitimate questions and she thinks those concerns will be able to be addressed at the
Taxation Committee.
Geoff Baur, Vice President of Tax, IDEXX Laboratories, Inc. (A copy of Mr. Baur’s written testimony is
attached to the meeting summary.)
Sen. Chenette noted that several times in Mr. Baur’s testimony he said the intent of the 128th Legislature was
for a business to be eligible for both the ETIF and MBHE programs. He noted that he served on the Taxation
Committee when the MBHE tax program was discussed, but he did not remember any conversations that the
intent of the legislation was to allow participation in both of those programs. In fact, he stated that he
remembered distinctly that the goal was not to allow participation in both ETIF and MBHE programs. He
asked Mr. Baur where he got that perception. Mr. Baur said they had several discussions about it with
individual legislators and the OPEGA report specifically talked about participation in both programs. He did
not recall all of the testimony, but he thought there might have been testimony given on it. There was
discussion about it in contrast to the Shipbuilders’ Credit which was being discussed at the same time.
Rep. Millett followed up on Sen. Chenette’s questions and wondered if any other members who were part of
the Taxation Committee, staff or OPEGA, could clarify their recollection of that intent from the 128th
Legislature. Sen. Chenette said the Committee can try to get that information for the next work session.
Rep. Stanley did not remember any discussion regarding the joint qualification under both ETIF and MBHE
programs at meetings of the 128th Taxation Committee.
Rep. Mastraccio said OPEGA’s MBHE report came out in February, 2018 and was trying to remember if
there was any action taken by the Taxation Committee. She reminded Mr. Baur that OPEGA’s ETIF report
would be further discussed at the Taxation Committee.
Dwight Hines from Livermore. Mr. Hines said he likes the work of the GOC and OPEGA. He thinks the
Legislature should be creative in their work, but do not know how tax incentives programs are going to work
and is why the reviews of them are needed. He did note that there are a couple of problems. One is that
donations made to a legislator sometimes affects how the legislator votes for incentive programs. He is not
sure if that is true for Maine, but there is a correlation to it. The second is that the money may have been
spent in better places, such as on Education or in the Judiciary Branch who is in need of more funds. (Mr.
Hines did not provide a written copy of his testimony.)
Andrea Cianchette Maker, Attorney, Pierce, Atwood. She said Pierce Atwood worked closely with IDEXX
and the Taxation Committee when MBHE was enacted. She listened carefully during the Taxation
Committee’s public hearings and work session on MBHE and has requested the records for those meetings.
She did not think that they were going to find that there was a public discussion of whether or not ETIF
should also apply to a company that would be benefiting from the MBHE program. She does not think that
was a public conversation, but that Mr. Baur, Jon Block, an attorney at her firm, and others may have had
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conversations in the hallways about it. They were left at the end of that session knowing there would be an
OPEGA review occurring and there was legislation, LD 1903, as a result of OPEGA’s report of best practices.
She was excited to work on the MBHE bill with the Legislature because the PEW Foundation had come
forward, the GOC had started the review of the incentive programs and everyone was trying to learn what the
best practices in these programs were. Rep. Tipping worked closely with Ms. Makers’ partners, Ann Robison
and John Block, in drafting the MBHE legislation. Under the bill you have to employ at least 80 additional
employees in a year to get the credit for that year after the performance has happened. If the employment
drops there is a claw back and they would have to pay the State back because they didn’t hold on to the
employment as required under the credit program. Those were the best practices they were looking at in the
original bill and then as the result of the OPEGA study there were more changes made, but she was not as
familiar with those. She said there was a thorough review process and in the absence of a conversation that
ETIF would not apply, the assumption is, and the law is, that it does.
Ms. Maker said when the IDEXX Board was making the decision on whether to invest in the expansion in
Maine they were running the financing of the projects with the current law, which is that they would receive
the MBHE and ETIF benefits. At the time the State creates programs like ETIF and companies operate under
that incentive program with the laws as written and then to have a State change the law and remove the
business’ ability to take access to it, she thinks would not be a best practice of the State in running its tax
incentive programs and would ask the Committee to consider that.
The other thing Ms. Maker wanted to say in terms of the Shipbuilder’s credit is that it was clear in the original
Shipbuilder’s Facility credit that ETIF would not apply. They could receive one, but not the other. The
Legislature contemplated that in the original bill and subsequent to doing the ETIF program, the Legislature
revised and re-enacted the Shipbuilder’s tax credit under Bath Iron Works. The Shipbuilder’s Facility
program was designed, in part, to maintain employment, not necessarily to grow employment at BIW. That
Company has different objectives than IDEXX who clearly is looking to grow and expand its business. Ms.
Maker thinks because the Legislature has been thoughtful about that in other legislation, she would look at
that as an example of knowing when not to allow it or to allow it. She said they assumed the law was what it
was and that was the basis IDEXX made its decision on. (Ms. Maker did not provide a written copy of her
testimony.)
Sen. Chenette said Ms. Maker mentioned several times that the intent, or assumption of the ETIF program
applying with MBHE, was based on conversations in the hallways and said knowing which legislators were
talked to about the program would be helpful. He knows she is getting the transcripts for the Taxation
Committee meetings, but it would also be helpful, to understand, because his recollection is different than
some folks who have testified at today’s meeting. He wanted to make it clear that he knows he has never had
conversation with the folks Ms. Maker mentioned earlier and said such discussions need to be held in the
public light.
The Committee thanked those who testified on OPEGA’s ETIF report.
The Chair, Sen. Chenette, closed the public comment period at 9:49 a.m.
-

Committee Work Session
Director Fox noted that the GOC had questions regarding the ETIF report at their last meeting. She referred
the Committee to the memo in their notebooks prepared in response to those questions. The GOC also
received at today’s meeting the information they requested from the Department of Economic and
Community Development (DECD) at the last meeting and DECD’s response to OPEGA’s ETIF report
recommendations. She thought the Committee may want to have the opportunity to review that information
for discussion at a future meeting.
Director Fox said OPEGA would be happy to provide clarification of public comment references to the
MBHE report in terms of what OPEGA was tasked to do. To be clear, it was not a full review similar to
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ETIF. There were specific parameters of what they were supposed to be looking at in their review of MBHE
and the quote that was referred to earlier came from what OPEGA was tasked to look at, which was the
overall impact of the program on the tax base that that program would have. Individually, OPEGA could not
say what the MBHE impact would be because a business could potentially be taking advantage of other tax
programs. OPEGA can bring back to the GOC the parameters of the MBHE if that would be helpful.
Rep. Mastraccio asked if the Director could provide the Chaptered law resulting from OPEGA’s report along
with the original statute stating what OPEGA will do. If the GOC could have that information for their work
session on the report that would be helpful because she anticipates that the GOC will be sending the ETIF
report to the Taxation Committee. Director Fox wanted to make sure that it is clear that OPEGA was not
saying this is what they would qualify for. OPEGA was looking at the impact of MBHE and said impacts can
be affected by the MBHE, as well as other programs a business may take advantage of. OPEGA was not
saying they should intersect, or will intersect, we were trying to say when we look at what the impacts are
from this program, they could also be impacted by the use of other programs that may be available to
businesses.
Rep. Mastraccio said in the absence of a long range strategy plan for economic development, the Legislature
looks at the programs in a silo and don’t understand, as legislators, that there are so many other programs that
businesses are able to take advantage of. Rep. Stanley talked about rural Maine earlier and what the original
intent of the program is part of what is being done in evaluating tax programs. What is the original intent and
is the program doing that. She said that it is important information for the Legislature to have. Director Fox
said although ETIF does not speak specifically to the rural aspect, they do talk about what the State’s
objectives were and also there are elements in the ETIF law that want to target high unemployment areas,
although that is not stated in the purpose and objectives. She agreed with Rep. Mastraccio and those issues
will be looked at in the future.
-

Committee Vote on the Employment Tax Increment Financing Report
Rep. Arata asked for clarification regarding an endorsement by the GOC of an OPEGA report and if it meant
that the Committee accepted OPEGA’s work. It does not mean that the Committee agrees with the results
necessarily. Director Fox said Committee endorsement of the report is that the GOC believes OPEGA looked
at all the parameters that were set out by the GOC and if they were appropriately and accurately reported and
that the report seems objective and thorough.
Motion: That the Government Oversight Committee endorse OPEGA’s Report on Employment Tax
Increment Financing in full. (Motion by Rep. Mastraccio, second by Sen. Libby, motion passed by
unanimous vote of 11-0.) (Sen. Keim voted on the motion in the allowed time frame in accordance with the
GOC’s rules.)
Sen. Chenette said that at the February 22, 2019 GOC meeting the Committee will have a work session on the
ETIF report and how they want to frame it for the Taxation Committee. Director Fox said the GOC can
decide if there are any recommendations, priorities or other matters they want to point out to the Taxation
Committee when they do the report. Sen. Chenette said that would be a letter sent to the Taxation Committee
from the GOC highlighting what the GOC decides is important for the Taxation Committee to evaluate and
take action on. He thought it would be helpful for the work session to have Committee members think about
what action to take on the legislative recommendations in the report.

Report From Director
Status of projects in process
Director Fox said OPEGA is planning to present at the February 22nd meeting their information brief on the
Perspectives of Frontline Workers in the Child Protection System. If OPEGA’s Annual Report is ready to present
that will also be presented on the 22nd. OPEGA is wrapping up the preliminary research phase on the
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ReEmployME System review and may provide the GOC with an interim memo on it before providing the project
direction statement in the event the Committee needs some idea of where OPEGA is when deciding on their
biennial Work Plan at a future meeting.
Director Fox referred the Committee to two memos in their notebooks for future discussion and information. One
of the things required in statute, separate from the statute that governs OPEGA and the GOC, is a report on Pine
Tree Development Zone Evaluation (Part II) that is required in the legislation that came after OPEGA’s PTDZ
report was presented. The memo talks about when that report is due and what data OPEGA will have in order to
do the report. She wanted to point that out to the Committee for possible future discussion in terms of whether
they think OPEGA should go forward, as planned, with that work as is directed in statute considering there will
not be a lot of data to review. The Committee can talk about it at a future meeting, but she wanted them to have
the information for future reference as they begin to decide OPEGA’s work over the biennium.
Director Fox updated the Committee on the space needs of OPEGA. Prior to her being appointed Director of
OPEGA there had been discussions about the need for more space. She said the reasons for the request for more
space are outlined in her memo. Rep. Mastraccio noted that OPEGA’s space needs is an ongoing problem and
Sen. Katz and her, as the Chairs of the 128th GOC, communicated that need to the Legislative Council. Director
Fox noted that she has had a meeting with the Bureau of Real Estate Management and they are aware of
OPEGA’s needs. Sen. Libby suggested that Director Fox arrange with Grant Pennoyer, Executive Director of the
Legislative Council, a tour of OPEGA’s Office space for the Legislative Council members so they can see
firsthand the need for more space.
Rep. Millett asked if the Director has had any feedback from her meeting with the Bureau of Real Estate
Management. Director Fox said the Bureau was just looking at that point what OPEGA’s needs are. She did
provide them with some follow-up information, but she has not heard back from them as of yet. Sen. Chenette
said the GOC does plan on sending a letter to the Legislative Council regarding OPEGA’s space needs.

Next GOC meeting date
The next GOC meeting is scheduled for Friday, February 22, 2019 at 9:00 a.m. The agenda for the meeting will
include the presentation of the information brief on Frontline Child Protective Workers, the continued work
session on the ETIF report, if available OPEGA will be presenting their Annual Report, and will talk about future
GOC meetings and planning meetings that includes discussion of the expedited tax reviews.
Rep. Mastraccio noted that Rep. DeChant resigned from the Legislature effective as of January 31st and she has
been assured by the Speaker that her replacement on the GOC will be appointed very soon.

Adjourn
The Chair, Sen. Chenette, adjourned the meeting at 10:08 a.m. on the motion of Sen. Davis, second by Rep.
Dillingham, unanimous.

